Michael Johnson plays Olympic sports. He is very good at Olympic sports. I think his main Olympic sport is track. In many pictures it shows that Michael Johnson won many trophies. He must be very fast at running.

This is Texas’s state flag. It has one big star with blue around it and there is a white and a red stripe.

This is Texas’s state bird it is the mocking bird. The state flower is a bluebonnet.

This is a famous river walk to see in San Antonio. As you can see at night it is very beautiful it has a lot of lights. It looks wonderful to see and visit. You should really visit this famous river walk if you visit Texas. There will probably be a lot of people at the river walk.

Texas’s capital is Austin. The 3 largest cities in Texas are Houston, Austin, and Dallas. The state’s nickname is The Lone Star State. The state’s name was based on a word used by Caddo Indians meaning “Friends.”

Now I’ve told you a lot about Texas y’all (that means you all in a Southern accent!) So you should really visit Texas!!